Two experiments that examined the characteristics of information extracted from a parafoveal letter string by the saccadic system are reported. In Experiment 1, we observed the effect of the orthographic legality of the initial letter sequence on landing positions. The deviation of landing positions towards an orthographically illegal letter sequence was shown to occur in saccades when subjects were iatstructed to read a nonsense letter string. Moreover, it was shown that the initial placement of the eyes is influenced by the frequency of occurrence of the letter sequence and not by the frequency of the letters that formed this sequence. Experiment 2 followed up on the implication that readers use orthographic information only from the initial letters of the parafoveal string. We concluded that the saccadic computation system integrates orthographic information from the two initial letters. {c~ 1997
INTRODUCTION
Recently, several studies devoted to the understanding of saccadic eye movements in reading have shown that landing positions in words are influenced by the linguistic properties of the word-initial letters. Orthographically irregular and informative letter sequences at the word beginning lead to a deviation of the landing positions towards the word beginning (Beauvillain, Dort, & Baudouin, 1996; Dor6 & Beauvillain, 1997; HyOna, 1995) . An explanation of this phenomenon might be that reader' s knowledge of orthographic rules causes saccades to be directed towards unusual letter groupings. When the orthographic encoding process detects unusual letter groupings, this provides a salient signal for the saccade and the eye is deviated towards this letter sequence. This effect of the orthographic regularity of the word-initial letters was observed when varying the relative intensity of the initial and final letters of the word (Beauvillain et al., 1996) . Although the eyes usually land in a position that can be described as the center of gravity of the configuration, it was found that the effect of luminance *Portions of these data were presented at the Eighth European Conference on Eye Mow;ments, Derby, September 1995. tTo whom all correspondence should be addressed (Fax: +33-1-4051 7085; Email Beauvi@idf.ext.jussieu.fr distribution is strongly attenuated when the word-initial letters are orthographically irregular. To account for this result, it was suggested that the weight of a word-initial letter sequence in the calculation of center of gravity could be a function of its orthographic regularity. The effect of the orthographic regularity of the word-initial letters has also been found in an equiluminance condition: the presence of orthographically irregular letter sequences resulted in a deviation of landing positions towards the word beginning. Furthermore, the orthographic structure of the word-initial letters was shown to be integrated by the saccadic computation system during normal oculomotor reaction times of about 200 msec (Dor6 & Beauvillain, 1997) . In addition, there is some evidence that this phenomenon may also be present in the eye fixation pattern observed during reading (Hytn~i, 1995) . These findings have led us to conduct further behavioral studies using another variety of stimuli. More specifically, we wanted to investigate whether the deviation of the eyes towards unusual letter sequences is the consequence of the orthographic unusual letter groupings. Although the argument may seem plausible, studies previously cited could not establish unequivocally what kind of mechanism is responsible for the deviation of the landing positions. Indeed, because the orthographic regularity of a letter sequence in a word is confounded with its informativeness, it might be that an orthographically irregular letter sequence attracts the eye because it 116 C. BEAUVILLAIN and K. DORt~ is very informative. Thus, HyOna, Niemi and Underwood (1989) and Underwood, Clews and Everatt (1990) suggested that the initial placement of the eyes could be influenced by the distribution of information within the word. According to this view, the eyes should be guided to more informative locations within words. This possibility should be considered for, until now the deviation of landing positions towards an irregular letter cluster has been reported only with word stimuli in which orthographic irregularity is confounded with informativeness. We wondered, however, whether the saccadic response is also influenced by the orthographic structure of an initial letter sequence when this letter sequence is uninformative. To test this hypothesis, nonsense letter strings are used. In the current studies, Experiment 1 examines the effect of deviation of landing positions towards an orthographically irregular letter sequence that occurs in saccades when fixating a nonsense letter string. We also vary the positional frequency of the letters that compose the initial letter string. Experiment 2 explores how far into a parafoveal letter string the orthographic information can be extracted. To examine this point, the location of the orthographically illegal letter sequence at the beginning of letter strings is manipulated.
In the current experiments, we use a paradigm in which the stimulus consisted of an isolated target nonsense letter string. This paradigm allows us to measure landing positions and to control for the eccentricity of the target with neither the launching site (McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, & Zola, 1988) nor the processing of the current word affecting the acquisition of parafoveal information (Henderson & Ferreira, 1990) , as it is observed in text reading situations.
EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of this experiment was to test whether the critical information integrated by the saccadic computation system is the orthographic structure of the initial letter sequence. If the critical variable integrated by the saccadic system within orthographically irregular and informative beginning words is the orthographic structure of the initial bigram, then an orthographic illegal letter sequence at the beginning of a nonsense letter string should also deviate landing positions. This can be tested easily with nonsense letter strings stimuli that begin with an orthographically illegal letter sequence shared by no word in French. Furthermore, the experiment was also designed to examine whether landing positions in nonsense letter strings may be influenced by the frequency of occurrence of letters. Indeed, it could be argued that infrequent letters rather than infrequent letter sequences at the word beginning provide a salient signal for the saccade. This hypothesis is plausible because in words, bigrams (sequences of two adjacent letters) that are orthographically irregular are often composed of letters with lower positional frequency than the letters composing an orthographically regular bigram. This reflects the fact that very few words share these letters in a given position. Consequently, it may be the case that only an infrequent letter at a given position has an impact on the saccadic computation system. To address these questions, we constructed three types of 7-letter-long nonsense strings that shared the five ending letters and differed only by the initial bigram. In the InfrequentLetter-Illegal-Beginning strings, the first bigram was orthographically illegal and composed of letters with low positional frequencies (e.g., ZK in ZKASIER), whereas in the Frequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings, the first bigram was illegal but composed of letters with high positional frequencies (e.g., RM in RMASIER). A third type, called Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning strings, began with an orthographically legal bigram (e.g., AR in ARASIER).
Subjects were instructed to fixate a position before triggering a saccade to the target letter string and then to move their eyes on three asterisks that were replaced by a second letter string as soon as their eyes had left the target string. Then, the target letter string disappeared and subjects were asked to judge whether the two strings rhymed. This task was used to see to what extent the orthographic effect occurs even when subjects' attention is focused on the ending part of the target letter string.
Method
Subjects. Eight students from the University Ren6 Descartes were paid to participate in the experiment. All subjects had normal uncorrected vision and had previously participated in eye movement experiments. They were naive with respect to the aim of the study.
Stimuli. Sixty 7-letter nonsense strings were used in the experiment. These strings were constructed in such a way that the positional frequency of occurrence of the initial bigram and the positional frequency of occurrence of each letter composing this bigram was manipulated. First, the orthographic legality was indexed by the frequency of occurrence of a bigram, that is the number of 7-letter words listed in Trrsor de la Langue Frangaise (1971) that shared the bigram in the same location. Second, the single-letter frequency of occurrence corresponded to the number of 7-letter words listed in Trrsor de la Langue Frangaise (1971) sharing the letter in the same position.
Three types of letter strings were used: 20 InfrequentLetter-Illegal-Beginning strings beginning with an illegal initial bigram composed of two letters that had a low positional frequency of occurrence, 20 Frequent-LetterIllegal-Beginning strings beginning with an illegal initial bigram composed of two letters that had a high positional frequency of occurrence, and 20 Frequent-Letter-LegalBeginning strings beginning with a legal initial bigram composed of two letters that had a high positional frequency of occurrence.
As can be seen in Table 1 , the initial bigram of the Infrequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings and the Frequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings were illegal, as no 7-letter word shared these bigrams in the same position. Indeed, these bigrams were never found in French. Means of the single-letter positional frequencies of the two letters that formed the initial bigram were 11 and 3 for the Three sets of four initial bigrams that allowed us to control for the luminance of their letters were selected. The initial bigrams of the Infrequent-Letter-IllegalBeginning strings were as follows: KW, ZK, XZ, and YW. The initial bigrams of the Frequent-Letter-IllegalBeginning strings were: FM, RM, NS, and PM. Finally, four legal bigrams having letters of high positional frequency were chosen as the first initial bigrams for the Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning strings: AM, AR, AN, and IM. Each bigram was repeated five times with five different final letter sequences; the three types of words were matched, in the sense that they shared the same five final letters. In order to limit any influence of the external shape of the letter strings, upper-case letters were used. Moreover, as the brightness of the letters depends on the number of pixels, care was taken to select letters that had approximately the same luminance for the three types of target. The apparent luminance of the whole letter was measured for the set of upper-case letters with a photometer designed for a low luminance screen (resolution of 10-5 cd/m 2) with an absolute precision of -4-15% in white light. Ideally, the luminance's center of gravity of the whole letter string corresponds to its geometric center (i.e., 4.50 in the middle of the fourth letter in a 7-letter string). Means (with standard deviations in parenthese, s) of the center of gravity of the luminance were 4.38 (SD = 0.35) for the InfrequentLetter-Illegal-Beginning strings, 4.35 (SD = 0.33) for the Frequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings and 4.23 (SD=0.35) for the Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning strings.
Apparatus. In the experiment, the subject's eyes were 70cm from a Hewlel:t Packard 1310A CRT (P-15 phosphor) with the characteristic that removing a character resulted in a drop of 10% of brightness within 0.003 msec. Text characters were controlled by a Graphic Translator which was interfaced with an AT 486 computer. One character space equaled 45 min of visual angle. Stimuli were pre:~ented in upper case characters.
Eye-movement recording was accomplished with a Bouis Oculometer System. The eye tracker had a resolution of 6 min of arc, and output was linear over 12 deg of visual angle. The signal from the oculometer was sampled every 2 m:~ec. Details about eye-movement recording apparatus, calibration procedure, and numerical data processing are presented in Beauvillain and Beauvillain (1995) .
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually. Head stability was obtained by using a submaxillar dental print and a forehead rest. A calibration of the eye-tracking system began each session. In order to test the accuracy of the eye movement recording, each trial was preceded and followed by a fixation bar displayed at 6 deg left and at 6 deg right of the center of vision.
The sequence of events during one trial was as follows: (a) subjects had to fixate a calibration bar displayed 6 deg left from the center of vision. (b) When the computer detected an accurate fixation on the left fixation bar, a cross appeared on the bar. This was the signal to move the eye to the target letter string. Subjects were required to remain fixated on the fixation bar until the cross was superposed on it. If the computer detected a saccade before the presentation of the cross, the trial was discarded. Simultaneously to the cross, the target letter string was displayed at a visual angle of 2 deg 15 corresponding to three character-spaces right from the cross, followed by three crosses displayed at two character-spaces from the end of the target string. (c) As soon as the subjects saw the cross, they had to move their eyes towards the target letter string and to saccade after towards the three crosses. (d) When the eyes left the target string and crossed an invisible boundary located 1.5 character spaces after the end of the target string, the target word disappeared and the three crosses were replaced by a comparison word. (e) Subjects were asked to judge whether the second string rhymed with the target string. Only half of the comparison words rhymed with the target (e.g., KWAPEAU/DRAPEAU). Subjects answered by pressing one of two buttons. (f) A second calibration bar was displayed at a visual angle of 6 deg to the right of the center of vision. Then the next trial began.
The 60 experimental stimuli (3 x 20) were randomly mixed for each subject and preceded by 40 practice trials which had the same characteristics. Seventy-two 7-letter French words were added to the experimental list.
Subjects were told at the beginning of the experiment that they had to read successively two letter strings and to judge whether the two strings rhymed. Subjects responded correctly in the rhyme task 97.1% of the time. The number of errors did not show any effect of the type of letter strings. 2.9% of errors were made for the Infrequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings; 3.3% for the Frequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning strings and 2.5% for the Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning strings. 
Results
An analysis of variance was conducted, with the type of letter strings. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the distributions were roughly normal and clearly unimodal. The distributions of landing positions show that the eyes tended to be more deviated towards the beginning of the letter string in the Infrequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning and the FrequentLetter-Illegal-Beginning conditions than in the Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning condition, with a difference of 0.5 character space between the modes of the distributions. Interestingly, the distributions of the landing positions were quite similar to those observed previously with words (Beauvillain et al., 1996 , Experiment 4), the eyes landing left of the center of the letter string.
The mean saccade latencies were 235 msec for Infrequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning letter strings, 236msec for Frequent-Letter-Illegal-Beginning letter strings, 243 msec for Frequent-Letter-Legal-Beginning letter strings. They did not differ significantly as a function of the type of nonsense strings (Fs < 1).
Discussion
This experiment confirmed the presence of the orthographic effect of the initial letters on landing positions in nonsense letter strings. This effect resulted in a saccade directed to a position further left of the center of the string when the two initial letters formed an illegal letter sequence. When the two initial letters had high positional single-letter frequencies, saccades showed the influence of the orthographic legality of the initial bigram, as well as when the two initial letters had low positional single-letter frequencies. In other words, the orthographic effect of the initial letters is not attributable to the positional frequency of the letters composing the bigram. Thus, the orthographic regularity effect is confirmed in saccades to nonsense letter strings, making the reasonable assumption that the salience of an orthographically initial letter sequence is mainly a function of its orthographic structure.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 showed that orthographic information is obtained from the two initial letters of a parafoveal nonsense string. Experiment 2 was designed to define how far into a parafoveal letter string the orthographic information can be extracted. To determine whether the orthographic encoding process can be deployed to different locations within a parafoveal letter string, we manipulated the position of the illegal bigram at the Orthographic legality  1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th   First  Illegal  BNACHER  0  28  46  73  173  490  First  Legal  BRACHER  83  109  46  73  173  490  Second  Illegal  ABNACER  59  0  43  52  106  890  Second  Legal  ABRACER  59  17  58  52  106  890 beginning of the letter string. As previous results obtained with word stimuli showed that subjects did not obtain orthographic information from the ending part of the word (Beauvillain et al., 1996; Hyrn~i, 1995) , we focused on the beginni~ag of the parafoveal string. The effect of the orthographic legality of the first and the second bigram of a lette~F string was examined. To control as much as possible the construction of the stimuli, the same illegal bigram was used for the Illegal-First-and Second-Bigram strings. Moreover, illegal and legal matched strings used in Experiment 2 were very similar, as they shared the same letters except one.
Method
Subjects. Subjects were eight students from the University Ren6 Desc~mes. All subjects were highly familiar with eye movement experiments. All were French native speakers, with normal or corrected-tonormal vision. None of them had participated in the previous experiment.
Materials. Sixty-eight 7-letter nonsense strings were used in the experiment. These strings were selected according to the orthographic legality of their first or second bigram. These two types of illegal targets were matched with legal nonsense strings sharing the same letters except one. Moreover, the same pairs of illegal versus legal bigrams were used for the two bigram position conditions. Otherwise, the first letter of the sequence as well as the first letter of the bigram was held constant (e.g., BNACHER vs BRACHER for the first bigram, and ABNACER vs ABRACER for the second bigram). Seventeen different pairs of bigrams were constructed for each type of letter strings.
Mean positional frequencies of the bigrams that formed the nonsense strings are presented in Table 2 . The single-letter frequency of occurrence was held constant, with each leuer being frequent (the minimum frequency was 90).
Mean luminance's center of gravity for the Illegal- The 68 experimental stimuli (2x2x 17) were randomly assigned to each subject and were preceded by 40 practice trials which had the same characteristics. Fifty 7-letter French words wezre added to the experimental list.
Procedure and apparatus
The procedure and apparatus were the same as in Experiment 1. To test the effect of the position of an illegal bigram within a letter string, we used in the present experiment a matching comparison task in which the readers did not have to focus on a specific part of the string. Subjects were asked to judge whether the beginning or the end of the comparison-stimulus was identical to the beginning or the end of the target. For example, after reading the target BNACHER, the subject had to answer "yes" if the comparison stimulus shared either the same four initial or final letters with the target (e.g., BNACxxx or xxxCHER) and "no" if the comparison stimulus did not shared its four initial or final letters with the target (e.g., COMIxxx or xxxGYZE). This task was easy because each letter of the target was either identical to or very different from the comparison stimulus. Subjects gave their answers by pressing one of two buttons. Subjects' responses in comparison task were successful 97.8% of the time and depended neither on the type of targets nor on the bigram location.
Results
The distribution of landing positions and the corresponding mean landing positions are presented in Fig. 2 . The analysis of variance showed an effect of the orthographic legality of the bigram [F(1,7)= 10.24, P < 0.025]. This effect interacts significantly with the bigram position [F(1,7) = 7.00, P < 0.05]. Whereas there was a significant effect of the orthographic legality of the first bigram on landing positions [F(1,7)= 13.29, P < 0.01], no significant effect of the orthographic legality of the second bigram was found (F < 1).
This can be clearly seen from the distributions. The distribution of landing positions in the Illegal-FirstBigram condition peaked on the third letter, whereas the distribution peaked on the third letter and half in the matched Legal condition [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Concerning the second bigram, the distributions of the landing positions measured in the Illegal-Second-Bigrams condition and in its matched condition overlapped, thus showing that the orthographic structure of the second bigram has no influence on saccades.
The results of this experiment show that the effective orthographic information extracted from a parafoveal letter string is restricted to the two initial letters. Quantitatively, the half-character space amplitude of the effect is greater that the noise level of the eyetracking system (-4-6 min of arc). An examination of the distributions of landing positions for each subject are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen in Fig. 3(a) , the individual landing position distributions reveal differences that support analyses on mean landing position only when the orthographic legality of the first bigram was manipulated. The distributions obtained in the Illegal-First-Bigram condition shift clearly towards the letter string beginning in five out of eight cases. It appears that the subjects VB, EM and SE that did not show significant effect tend to land less further into the letter string than the other subjects. One possibility is that the absence of deviation is due to the fact that these subjects usually land very near the illegal bigram. There was no significant effect on the mean saccade latencies ( 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In each experiment described in the present article, an orthographically illegal initial letter sequence resulted in a saccade which is deviated further left of the center of the letter string. This phenomenon also held when--as in Experiment 1----~e positional frequency of the letters that formed the orthographically illegal bigram was high. Therefore, the variable responsible for the effect was the frequency of the sequence and not the frequency of the 
(continued).
INTEGRATING INFORMATION FROM THE PARAFOVEA BY THE SACCADIC COMPUTATION SYSTEM 123 letters. The present results also show that the effective orthographic information available to the reader is restricted to the two initial letters. The deviation of the gaze is observed only when the two initial letters form an orthographically illegal higram. When the second and the third letter form an illegal bigram--with the first and second letter forming a legal bigram--there is no clear evidence for a deviation of the landing positions. This result indicates that the effective orthographic encoding process does not extend beyond the first two letters of a parafoveal letter string. Our results show for the first time that the deviation of the gaze toward the beginning of a parafoveal letter string is found when the orthographically illegal letter sequence did not give any lexical information. We regard this as an important finding, because the deviation of the saccadic responses previously reported with orthographically irregular and informative word beginnings might be a consequence of some strategy directing gaze toward the position that gives the optimal amount of information to identify the word. As a matter of fact, it was mainly the presence of an unusual le, tter sequence at the beginning of the string that caused the saccade to be deviated.
We replicate here the deviation of the eyes previously observed in words towards an unusual and informative letter sequence at the word's beginning (Dor6 & Beauvillain, 1997) . This is congruent with other evidence (Beauvillain et al., 1996, Experiment 3) showing that informative word-initial letters exert an influence on landing positions only when they are orthographically irregular. Otherwise, the, present study suggests that the slight deviation of landing positions towards unusual letter sequence is relatively robust. In Experiment 1, a deviation is found in a rhyme task, which does not require the identification of the initial letters. Experiment 2 replicated the effect when no explicit instructions concerning the scanning of the letter string were given. It appears that the effect of the orthographic legality of the initial letter sequence is invariably present and that the type of task does not have any influence on its expression.
The present data show that the integration of orthographic information from the two initial letters of a parafoveal letter string exert an influence on the saccadic computation system. We can assume from the present study that the codes for the saccades are abstract and related to readers' knowledge of the orthographic rules in his language. An irregular letter grouping provides a salient signal which pops out from the parafovea and influences the center of gravity calculation. When the orthographic encoding process detects unusual letter groupings, this provides a salient signal for the saccades. This refers to a mechanism of integration of orthographic information that acts automatically and discriminates illegal letter sequences.
Most of the research and theoretical proposals concerning eye movement control in reading suggest that the decision of where to look next is largely based on low-level parafoveal cues. Indeed, the general conclusion that emerges from reading studies is that word length is the only determinant of where the eye lands, the eyes generally landing on a position left of the geometric center of a word (McConkie et al., 1988; O'Regan, 1979; Rayner, 1979) . The present results show that eye guidance in reading may be influenced by linguistic information available from the initial letters of a parafoveal letter string. However, the attraction of the eyes towards an illegal letter cluster does not prevail against an eye movement mechanism based on word length information. The slight but systematic deviation of landing position distribution observed in the present study, as in previous work, suggests that the center of gravity is calculated on the basis of word length information, with greater weight given to an illegal than a legal letter cluster at the word beginning. This indicates that the saccadic system may integrate another source of information that is sublexical and orthographic.
